
Scaling your Agency for Growth 
 

Digital marketing is tricky and if you have passed that state and have established your own Digital 

Marketing Agency Dubai then it is a major accomplishment. But once you have started creating and 
satisfying your clients with your expertise in digital marketing, you will feel the need of scaling your agency 
so that you can grow your sales and increase your revenue. But what is scaling? What are the best 
circumstances for you to scale your agency? And How can you perform this deed? If you do not the answers 
to these questions then continue to read our articles as we will provide you answers to your all questions. 

 

Difference between growth and scaling 

Many social media agency owners try to intensify their operations so that they can generate more revenue 
but this is not actually considered scaling. Scaling is like expanding the functionalities of your agency by 
following some conditions. 

 

The difference between growth and scaling is as follows. 

 

• In Growth, the Revenue and resources should increase simultaneously 

 

It means that if you want your company to grow then you should also invest more in it. For example, if 

a social media company wants to grow then it can hire another Social Media Management that can help in 
tackling more clients. Your revenue will increase but with that, your expenditures will increase also. 

 

• In Scaling, the Revenue increases but resource remains the same 

For example, if your company has bought a new software platform, it will increase the output exponentially 

while the additional resources will not be spent. 

Thus the main difference between growth and scaling is that in scaling you can generate revenue without 
using additional resources, while in growth you can increase revenue but by increasing the consumption of 
resources.  

 

When should you scale your agency? 

You should know when to take the next step so that your company will grow successfully. The same goes for 
scaling, you should know the following factors before you think that you are ready to scale your agency. 
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• You are making a profit 

If you are making a continuous profit for over one year from Google Ads management then it is the right 
time to scale your agency. 

 

• Team capacity is full 

If you have more work to do but less manpower then you can hire some new people who can work for a 
small amount of money while generating more revenue for the firm.  

You can start scaling your agency in the following above-mentioned conditions. Otherwise, you just have to 
wait for the right moment to come. 

 
Should students pay someone to do my edgenuity? 
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